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PEACH: A MULTICORE COMMUNICATION SOC WITH PCIe
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THE EIGHT-CORE COMMUNICATION SOC, CODE-NAMED “PEACH”, WITH FOUR 4X PCI EXPRESS REV2.0 PORTS, REALIZES A HIGH PERFORMANCE, POWER-AWARE, HIGHLY DEPENDABLE NETWORK. THE NETWORK USES PCI EXPRESS NOT ONLY FOR CONNECTING PERIPHERAL DEVICES BUT ALSO AS A COMMUNICATION LINK BETWEEN COMPUTING NODES. THIS APPROACH OPENS UP NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR A WIDE RANGE OF COMMUNICATIONS.
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Recent trends using computing clusters point to a growing demand for high compute density environments in various application fields such as server appliances including distributed web servers. Distributed web servers need many server nodes and low-latency/high-bandwidth network for operating a massive amount of web services including distribution of high-definition movies. In these computing clusters, power consumption and system cost have increased. Therefore, it is vital to downsize computing cluster without loss of high dependability including fault tolerance.

To realize high performance, power-aware and highly dependable network, we have proposed a small computing cluster for embedded systems. This small computing cluster has low power computing nodes such as PCs and embedded CPUs. It also has a communication link between the computing nodes called PEARL (PCI Express Adaptive and Reliable Link) [1].

Commodity network devices such as Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) and InfiniBand are not sufficient for small computing clusters. InfiniBand is a switched fabric communication link used in high-performance computing and enterprise data centers. It achieves high reliability but power consumption is relatively high [2]. GbE is a cost and power rival of InfiniBand. However, GbE does not match transmission performance of InfiniBand.

In order to achieve both high performance and low power consumption, PEARL uses PCI Express
(PCIe) [3], which is a high-speed serial I/O interface standard in PCs, not only for connecting peripheral devices but also as a communication link between computing nodes.

To implement PEARL, a communication device, PEACH (PCI Express Adaptive Communication Hub) which acts as a switching device, has been developed. PCIe transfers packets point-to-point bidirectionally with high bandwidth. However it connects only between a Root Complex (RC) and Endpoints (EPs).

Therefore, a problem exists in that PCIe interfaces on PCs cannot be connected to each other, because every node CPU in the computing node is an RC. To solve this problem, each node CPU is equipped with a network interface card with PEACH. The node CPUs are connected to each other by a PCIe cable. To pair an RC with EPs at each end of the PCIe cable, PEACH can switch the RC port and EP ports to connect two computing nodes peer-to-peer.

PEACH can address two computing nodes as peers, breaking the traditional PCIe limit of only linking to a single master.

**PEACH overview**

The communication device, PEACH, has four PCIe Rev.2.0 ports with four lanes each, and employs an eight-core control processor [4]. There are several advantages of using PEACH in the proposed network. Four PCIe ports can broaden the scope of selection of network topology. The high bandwidth of 20Gbps/port is equal to that of InfiniBand DDR 4x. The multicore control processor performs fault handling and system monitoring / logging for dependability. The multicore processor also controls the network system for power awareness. Figure 1 shows a prototype of a PEARL network system. PEACH behaves as a communication interface to other computing nodes as well as a communication switch.

**How PEACH works in a dependable network**

In Figure 2a) PEACH connects four nodes of the network via its four PCIe ports. One of the adjacent nodes is a node CPU and the others are PEACHs. When a request is received from a node CPU via the PCIe port, PEACH #0 generates a packet header, which is then the packet sent to the appropriate destination port. When a packet is received from a node, PEACH #1 analyzes the packet header, and PEACH forwards the packet to another node or passes it to the node CPU.

The functions for error detection, flow control, and retransmission control in the PCIe specifications
are processed by the hardware automatically. InfiniBand only supports link-by-link cut off, so only one faulty lane must causes a link to go down. In contrast, when a link error that cannot be automatically corrected occurs, PEACH reduces the number of lanes of the PCIe port to remove the defective lane by re-initializing the link. This enhancement from InfiniBand can provide higher reliability on the network.

The detour routing is applied in a fault condition in order to bypass faulty links and nodes, and it enables recovery of the network function (Figure 2b). PEACH continuously monitors the system and dynamically performs both adaptive routing as power and performance demand and detour routing to achieve a highly dependable network.

Though the number of nodes in PEARL is theoretically limitless, our design target is a sixteen-node network at the maximum. Figure 2c) shows an eight-node network example.

**PEACH Architecture**

Figure 3 shows the primary functional unit of PEACH. This chip includes two blocks, the control processing block and the transfer processing block, which are connected with a bus bridge. Figure 4 shows the chip micrograph. The features of PEACH are described in Table 1.

The transfer processing block has four PCIe ports each of which can transfer packets using up to four lanes, 512KB SRAM which is allocated for temporary packet storage, and an Intelligent ICU [5] in close liaison with the multicore processor and the PCIe I/F. All the main modules in the transfer processing block are connected by a high-speed internal system bus. The Intelligent ICU also supports the fast automatic data transfer function that offloads interrupt services from the multicore processors.

The control processing block performs data processing and data flow control, which consists of adaptive network routing and packet header analysis. In the control processing block, the eight cores are connected to a common pipelined bus with a cache coherence mechanism [6]. Each core is synthesizable and includes a FPU, a MMU, three 8KB memories for L1 Caches (I/D), and a local memory. The control processor is a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) and supports a core grouping mode that divides cores into several groups [7]. The pipelined bus is connected to a 512KB L2 cache. This pipelined bus with a large bus width (a 128-bit read bus and a 32-bit write bus, separately) reduces its bus traffic and is directly connected to an internal multi-layer bus. The 256MB DDR3-600 I/F is accessed via both the control processing block and the transfer processing block in parallel. This high-speed and large memory contributes to improving the chip performance. The DDR memory is also used as a large packet buffer if
the packet size is larger than 512KB SRAM.

The multicore processor in PEACH offers an effective paradigm for fast packet processing. In a multicore system, careful consideration needs to be given to the hardware and software architecture. Network packet processing from a specific PCIe port can be assigned to dedicated cores to bind specific tasks and specific cores. By effective distributed processing on a multicore processor, high traffic rates from multiple 20-Gb throughputs can be realized on multiple PCIe ports.

**PEARL network route construction**

A network manager runs as a userland program on each Linux on PEACH. Each PEACH has a routing table in a driver. PCIe notifies the daemon of a change of link status using sysfs interface on Linux.

As described later, there are two data transmission flows. Intelligent ICU mode can transfer data fast but it only has a fixed routing table. Processor mode provides a flexible routing for error handling or a startup sequence. On startup, a master node does a route search and makes the routing table under the assumption of Intelligent ICU mode. When a fault occurs, the multicore processor acts as a backup, or routing tables are overwritten to modify the route.

**Power management of network system**

Each daemon program on PEACH monitors network status and sends information to elected master node. The master node makes a power-aware order to network, and each network manager on PEACH changes PCIe link configuration. Based on application’s demand, network link performance can be changed. The multicore processor in PEACH has roles to monitoring the network status by demon program, managing PCIe PHY performance using upconfiguration function (which will be seen in “PCIe upconfiguration function”) and processor power-management such as clock-gating.

An important point here is that adopting a multicore processor can provide fine-grained control of PCIe configuration and reduce the power consumption of the overall system.

**Multi-port multi-lane PCIe I/F with upconfiguration function**

The features of the PCIe I/F are described in Table 1. Each PCIe port has a link controller, PHY, local DMA controller (DMAC), and local packet buffer RAM. The latest Rev.2.0 standard has transfer rate of up to 5.0Gbps, double that of the Rev.1.1 (2.5Gbps). Rev2.0 supports both 2.5Gbps/5.0Gbps transfer rates because of a compatibility with Rev1.x. Furthermore, a procedural step in going from 2.5Gbps up to 5.0Gbps is required. The total transfer rate to each destination is 20Gbps and the theoretical peak
bandwidth is actually 2GB/s due to 8bit/10bit encoding for the embedded clock and error detection. PEACH with four PCIe ports realizes a high-performance communication of 4x20Gbps and the power efficiency of 0.04W/Gbps.

InfiniBand DDR 4x has a high bandwidth of 20Gbps and low latency of 2μs. Subnet Manager provides automatic fault recovery [8]. However, overall system power consumption increases, because a controller chip and a switch each consume 3 to 5W/port. Multiple switches, which are necessary for fault tolerance, would run counter to reduction cost and low power consumption. The power efficiency of 4X InfiniBand is 0.083W/Gbps [9]. Thus, PEACH provides 51.5% better power efficiency than 4X InfiniBand (Table 2).

**PCle upconfiguration function**

A restrictive power-aware control of link-by-link power cut-off is available in InfiniBand. In contrast, PCIe has an effective power-aware control that can change the number of lanes and the lane speed on-the-fly across the link and nodes. We use a PCIe upconfiguration function that allows the transfer rate and the number of lanes to be switched in response to a change in bandwidth by software (Figure 5). When the required transfer volume is higher, the PCIe port operates at the full of 20Gbps. When the transfer volume is lower, only one lane operates at 2.5Gbps for low power consumption.

The comparison of the PCIe PHY power consumption is shown in Table 3. In low power consumption mode, using the PCIe port of 2.5Gbps provides 76% less power consumption than that of 20Gbps. The maximum transfer rate using the PCIe port of 20Gbps provides 52% better power efficiency compared to that of the low power consumption of 2.5Gbps. Figure 6 shows power consumption of PCIe PHY at each requested transfer volume. When the required transfer volume is lower than 2.5 Gbps, using one PCIe port of 2.5Gbps provides the lowest power consumption. When the required transfer volume is larger than 2.5Gbps, using PCIe ports of 5.0 Gbps is worthwhile.

**Intelligent Interrupt Controller**

Figure 7 shows a block diagram of Intelligent ICU. The Intelligent ICU communicates with PCIe ports within the PEACH. It also communicates with adjacent PEACHs and nodes. Both communications use message passing via the high speed system bus and via PCIe. The Intelligent ICU can also send a Message Signaled Interrupt (MSI) packet to the adjacent node via PCIe. To notify PCIe-Link/DMA transfer completion and PCIe errors, interrupt requests are directly sent from PCIe-Link to Intelligent ICU.
The key features of the Intelligent ICU are the following.

a) Interrupt relay function
b) Inter-chip interrupt function
c) Fast automatic data transfer function

All functions are used in inter-node communication.

(a) The interrupt relay function relays interrupt requests from PCIe I/F in the transfer-processing block to the cores via ICU in the control-processing block in PEACH. These interrupt requests are sent as notifications of the completion of PCIe linkup or PCIe DMA transfer processing.

(b) An inter-chip interrupt function sends information such as notification of the completion of chip-to-chip data transfer. An adjacent chip connected to PEACH via PCIe can write a control register in Intelligent-ICU to assert an interrupt request to a core.

(c) Fast automatic data transfer function automatically handles transfer processing without using cores in PEACH. Further discussion of this function is shown in Section “Smart Interrupt handling”.

Data Flow Control

IRQ affinity on Linux allows programs to specify which core services a given interrupt. In PEACH, IRQ affinity binds an interrupt from each PCIe port to a specific core in a one-to-one relationship. The network packet is directed to the desired core. By using this distributed processing, a packet processing can be done efficiently. Furthermore, a snooping group of cores alleviates snooping overhead, because cores can only be snooped from other cores in the same group. Eliminating unnecessary internal snoop transaction improves the stability of the communication services.

Figure 8a) illustrates the data flow control in PEACH. The solid dotted arrows indicate data flow. When PCIe #3 receives data from a node CPU, the data is temporarily stored in the SRAM. After that, the data is sent to another PEACH via the appropriate destination port (PCle #0).

The red arrows indicate control flow. Devices connected to PEACH via PCIe can send control packets to the Intelligent ICU. The node CPU sends control packets and an interrupt request packet to establish communication. The Intelligent ICU relays this interrupt request to a core. In the interrupt handler, the core analyzes the packets, performs an address transformation, and launches the DMAC in PCIe.
Figure 8b) shows fault handling for dependability. When communication is broken up due to a fault on a link or an adjacent node, PCIe sends an interrupt request to a core via the Intelligent ICU. The core starts error recovery of removing the defective lane or applying detour routing.

Smart interrupt handling such as quick error response and speedup of the fault handling are essential for dependability. Therefore, good load balancing and performance tuning requires control of where interrupt service is performed. IRQ affinity assigns a specific core to a PCIe port to process interrupt service tasks requested only by that PCIe port. The system software makes the core idle steadily except during an interrupt services. There is no overhead of a context switch from a previous process and the core can smoothly move to the interrupt processing, which speeds up the interrupt response time (Figure 8c).

Smart interrupt handling also supports the fast automatic data transfer function (Figure 8d). The Intelligent ICU can transfer data without using the cores’ interrupt services by performing address transformation and handling the DMAC in PCIe automatically.

Figure 9 shows two data transmission flows, (a) processor mode using interrupt services (b) Intelligent ICU mode using fast automatic data transfer. This chart indicates data transmission flows from Node CPU0 to Node CPU1 via PEACH (A) and PEACH (B). All communication packets between nodes are sent via PCIe.

Figure 9a) shows the data transmission flow using core interrupt services. After Node CPU0 sends a data packet and a control packet, Node CPU0 sends an interrupt request packet to the Intelligent ICU in PEACH (A) to establish a communication channel. The Intelligent ICU relays the interrupt request and control packet to a core in PEACH (A). In the interrupt handler (core-A), the core analyzes the packets including source and destination addresses and size of data, and then update the packet headers and sends the packets to the destination.

The core launches the DMAC in PCIe and transfers data to PEACH (B). PCIe notifies the core of the completion of data transfer via the Intelligent ICU. In the interrupt handler (core-B), the core sends a control packet and an interrupt request packet to PEACH (B) and an end packet to Node CPU0. PEACH (B) acts in a similar manner to PEACH (A) and Node CPU1 finally receives data.
Though packet processing executed in the multicore processor is flexible, interrupt processing overhead cannot be avoidable. Intelligent-ICU has a routing table and makes automatic route computation, which can reduce transfer latency. Figure 9b) shows how the fast automatic data transfer function handles transfer processing without using the multicore processor. Node CPU0 sends an initiate data transfer request packet to PEACH (A). The Intelligent ICU in PEACH (A) launches the DMAC in PCIe and automatically transfers data to PEACH (B). The Intelligent ICU in PEACH (B) acts in a similar way, Node CPU1 finally receives data.

The fast automatic data transfer function of the Intelligent ICU can dramatically reduce transfer processing time by 20% under normal network operation (Figure 10).

Because of the adoption of a multicore processor and the Intelligent ICU, PEACH acts as an intelligent network device.

### Evaluation System

Based on the component descriptions in previous sections, we have developed a two-node prototype of our PEARL network system (see Figure 1). Figure 11c) shows a photograph of a PCIe x4 host adapter board that has a PEACH, and PCIe external cable connectors [10]. The board also has a CompactFlash (CF) card slot, 4MB flash memory and two 128MB DDR3 memories. The CF card contains a Linux ext3 file system including Linux kernel 2.6.35 and is also used for storing log information. Linux runs on a multicore processor in PEACH on a stand-alone basis, booting by loading the Linux kernel image on the CF card. This host adapter board can be inserted into a PCIe slot on the mother board of a computing node (Figure 11a). The cpu hotplug on Linux can dynamically suspend and resume a core responding to system load, which are useful for power awareness.

The PCIe architecture consists of four discrete logical layers (Figure 11b). From the bottom up, they are the physical layer, the data link layer, the transaction layer, and the software layer.

The software layer generates read and write requests that are transported by the transaction layer. The transaction layer manages the transactions for communication, such as read/write to/from memory, message passing, or configuration. The data link layer is responsible for link management, including packet sequencing and data integrity, which includes error detection and error correction. The physical layer includes all circuitry, including a driver with impedance matching and input buffers, parallel-to-serial and serial-to-parallel conversion, and PLLs. Each PCIe port has a physical layer
controller (PHY), a data link layer controller (MAC), and a transaction layer controller as hardware modules.

**Switching time of PCIe upconfiguration function**

Measurement results of the PCIe upconfiguration function switching time are shown in Table 4. While the time required to increase the lane speed is 6.5 μs, the time required to decrease it is 3.8 μs, which is because PCIe PHY needs extra time to gain lane speed (Table 4a). While the time required to shrink the number of lanes is 4.6 μs, the time required to expand it is almost 9.1 μs (Table 4b). The minimum latency of DMA transfer between PEACHs that is also measured in this evaluation system is 1.0 μs. Thus, power-aware control can be performed with fine-grained operation.

**PEACH/PEARL** evolves wide range of communications by extending packet transmission of PCIe to inter-node communication. The performance advantage, power awareness and high dependability of PEACH, are the result of the combination of PCIe, the Intelligent ICU and the multicore processor. We are currently improving and expanding firmware including drivers and user communication libraries. PEARL is a product of the research area of DEOS project [11]. The PEACH board is positioned as a hardware platform for DEOS project and is expected to be adopted in many dependable high-end embedded systems, which spurs upgrades to technology innovations in this area.
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Figure 1. The communication link, PEARL, connects computing nodes with a PCIe external cable. A network interface card with the network device, PEACH, can be inserted into a PCIe slot on a motherboard of a computing node.
Figure 2. (a) shows neighbor communication on PEARL. (a) and (b) show adaptive routing under a normal network condition and detour routing in a fault network condition. (c) shows an example of an eight-node network.
Figure 3. PEACH block diagram. This chip integrates an eight-core control processor, four PCIe ports, and an intelligent ICU.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chip Characteristic</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Clock frequency    | Internal: 400 MHz max.  
External bus: 100 MHz |
| Processor          | 8-core, SMP  
L1-cache: 8kB(I)+8kB(D), LM: 8kB, MMU, FPU |
| Core               | 32-bit Processor (400 MHz max.) |
| Memory             | L2 cache: 512 kB  
Internal SRAM: 32 kB, 512 kB |
| DRAM I/F           | DDR3-600 I/F x 1, SDRAM I/F x 1 |
| PCIe I/F           | PCI Express standard Rev.2.0  
Transfer speed: 5.0 GT/s, 2.5 GT/s per lane  
4 lanes (20 Gbps) x 4 ports  
Upconfiguration function  
Automatic retransmission function  
Selectable Root Complex / Endpoint |
| Intelligent Interrupt Control Unit | Transfer address, size information register x 3  
Initiate data transfer function |
| Bus                | Packet router  
Multi-layer bus (4-layer)  
Pipelined bus |

Table 1. Chip Features
Figure 4. PEACH micrograph. The test chip was fabricated in a 45nm low-power CMOS (8 layers, triple-Vth).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Device</th>
<th>4x InfiniBand</th>
<th>PEARL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated Circuit</td>
<td>PEACH</td>
<td>PCI Express</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Efficiency [W/Gbps]</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of Power Efficiency
Figure 5. PCIe upconfiguration function by software control. (a) Maximum data transfer rate (b) Low power consumption.
Table 3. Power Consumption of PCIe PHY (Normalized)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lane Speed</th>
<th>4 lanes</th>
<th>2 lanes</th>
<th>1 lane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5Gbps</td>
<td>20Gbps</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5Gbps</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.5Gbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Power Efficiency of PCIe PHY (W/Gbps)

\[
\frac{(1.00/20)}{(0.24/2.5)} = 0.52
\]

5Gbps@4 lanes 2.5Gbps@1 lane

Table 3. Power Consumption of PCIe PHY (Normalized)
Figure 6. Power Consumption of PCIe PHY (W) at each requested transfer volume.
Figure 7. Block Diagram of Intelligent ICU
Figure 8. (a) shows data flow control in PEACH. (b) shows fault handling. Intelligent ICU relays a change of PCIe link status to the cores. (c) and (d) shows smart interrupt handling: (c) illustrates IRQ affinity which binds an IRQ from each PCIe port to a specific core. (d) illustrates fast automatic data transfer function that offloads interrupt services from the cores.
Figure 9. Two data transmission flows: (a) Processor mode using interrupt services (b) Intelligent ICU mode using fast automatic data transfer.
Figure 10. Fast automatic data transfer function of the Intelligent ICU improves transfer latency.
Figure 11 shows the PEARL evaluation system (a), and a PCIe x4 host adapter board (c). (b) illustrates PCIe logical layers.
(a) Switching time of the lane Speed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lane Speed</th>
<th>Time [us]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5Gbps → 5.0Gbps</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0Gbps → 2.5Gbps</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Switching time of the number of lanes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of lanes</th>
<th>Time [us]</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To</td>
<td>From</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 upconfiguration function switching time of PCIe